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Abstract 

The current study provides impressions about the development of the professional 

further education with emphasis on increasing academization. As an example, the 

middle management in the area of care will be used. This study has the goal to make 

it possible to implement a basis for the collection and depiction of already acquired 

professional competences in the area of care, which is necessary in this context for 

several years now. 

The main interest of this research is the identification and evaluation of existing 

competences as well as the creation and implementation of a concept for 

competence-based working. In order to get data, which were essential for the 

optimization of the process, the first step was the investigation of the areas of activity 

with the help of a task analysis. For this, a person-oriented base was chosen, which 

aimed at bringing out the tasks according to the context and its demands of acting. 

Then the collected data were analyzed and ordered into clusters that reunite similar 



occupations and tasks. After the evaluation of the task analysis, a data reflection took 

place with the help of an experts’ workshop. Afterwards, the competence profile was 

being worked out.  

In a second step, the individual competences of the test persons were analyzed with 

the help of case analyses. In the last part of the study, the evaluation of this 

exemplary frame for the collection and depiction of already acquired professional 

competences was done. This evaluation had as a goal the analysis of this frame for 

later recognition procedures in the area of further education as well as of higher 

education. 

The outcome is that this work, with the example of jobs in the area of care, delivers 

concise and comprehensible indications that non-formal and informal competences in 

the context of employment are factors that are not to be underestimated. Furthermore 

it could be shown that a well-structured and a constant mentoring on the part of the 

place that offers the further education is necessary. The learning culture in this place 

plays a central role. 


